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1. Introduction

1.1. Distributional Boundary Values. The study of boundary values of holomorphic functions
as generalized functions has a long history, going back to the theory of analytic functionals devel-
oped by Fantappiè in the 1920’s and 30’s. The development of the theory of topological vector
spaces and distributions led to significant progress in this problem in the 1950’s and 60’s by Köthe,
Silva, Grothendieck, Sato, Martineau, Tillmann and many others. See the book review [Hor91] for
a short history of the topic, and [Mar64] for an annotated bibliography of the early contributions
till 1964. Such generalized boundary values may be studied either as distributions in the sense
of Sobolev and Schwartz or as hyperfunctions in the sense of Sato. The former approach, which
is adopted in this paper, allows C8-smooth boundaries, but requires the holomorphic functions
to grow at most polynomially as one approaches the boundary. If we use hyperfunctions, we can
obtain boundary values of all holomorphic functions, but we must restrict the boundary to be
real analytic (see [PW78, CT94]). We note however that many of the considerations of this paper
apply to hyperfunction boundary values as well, and this aspect will be discussed in detail in a
forthcoming paper. It is also possible to obtain boundary values of other holomorphic objects
(p-forms, sections of vector bundles) by routine extensions of the methods of this paper.

The motivation of this paper is to try to generalize the notion of distributional boundary value
to holomorphic functions defined on domains which have piecewise smooth boundaries. Recall
that there exist distributional boundary values of holomorphic functions of polynomial growth
defined on a “wedge” attached to a generic “edge” (see [BER99]). This rightly suggests that we can
define boundary values of holomorphic functions of polynomial growth on the class of piecewise
smooth domains whose corners are generic CR manifolds. The boundary value is realized as a de
Rham current in the ambient complex manifold, a well-known formalism in complex analysis (see
[HL75]).

The main thrust of this paper is to study global holomorphic extension properties of “CR”
boundary currents on piecewise smooth domains, generalizing the classical Bochner-Hartogs the-
orem. We give a complete solution of this problem for products of smoothly bounded domains.
This may be considered a generalization of one of the earliest results in several complex variables
due to Hartogs, the extension of a holomorphic function from a neighborhood of the boundary
of a polydisc to the whole polydisc (see [Nar95, Theorem 1, page 12], and also [Lan80]). The
invariant nature of the de Rham currents allows us to state our results for domains in general
complex manifolds, without any cohomological constraints.
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1.2. Main Results. Let Ω be a relatively compact domain in a complex manifold M that may
be written as

Ω “
N
č

j“1

Ωj , (1.1)

where each Ωj Ă M is a smoothly bounded domain. If for each subset S Ă t1, . . . , Nu the
intersection BS “

Ş

jPS bΩj , if non-empty, is a CR manifold of CR-dimension n´ |S|, we say that
Ω is a domain with generic corners. Domains with generic corners are significant in many areas
of complex analysis, see [Web82, For93, Bar95, CV13]. The most important examples of domains
with generic corners are the product domains.

Impose on M any metric compatible with its topology (we assume that all manifolds appearing
in this paper are countable at infinity). Throughout the paper we denote by distpz,Xq the distance
from a point z P M to a set X induced by the chosen metric. If Ω Ť M is a relatively compact
domain, then a holomorphic f P OpΩq is said to be of polynomial growth if there is a C ą 0 and
k ě 0 such that we have for each z P Ω that

|fpzq| ď
C

distpz, BΩqk
.

We denote the space of holomorphic functions of polynomial growth on Ω by A´8pΩq. This
space has a natural topology (cf. Section 2.1 below). We can show that holomorphic functions
of polynomial growth on domains with generic corners have boundary values in the sense of
distributions:

Theorem 1.1. Let Ω be a domain with generic corners in a complex manifold M, and let f P
A´8pΩq. There is a p0, 1q-current bcf P D10,1pMq such that the following holds. If U is a coordinate
neighborhood of M, and ψ P Dn,n´1pMq is a smooth pn, n´ 1q form which has support in U , and
there is a vector v P Cn such that in the coordinates on U , the vector v points outward from Ω
along each BΩj inside U , then we have

xbcf, ψy “ lim
εÓ0

ż

BΩ
fεψ, (1.2)

where fεpzq “ fpz ´ εvq.

We refer to bcf as the boundary current induced by the holomorphic function f of polynomial
growth. The condition that the boundary of Ω has generic corners is necessary, if we want all holo-
morphic functions of polynomial growth on Ω to have distributional boundary values in the above
sense. For example, the function z ÞÑ z´2 on the unit square Ω “ tz P C : 0 ă Repzq, Impzq ă 1u
fails to have a boundary current near the origin which is not a generic corner in BΩ. This example
can be generalized to higher dimensions.

The question naturally arises of characterizing the range of the map bc, i.e., describing which
currents γ P D10,1pMq arise as boundary values of holomorphic functions of polynomial growth on
Ω ŤM, where Ω is a domain with generic corners in M. There is a simple necessary condition on
all boundary currents which we first note. We say that a p0, 1q-current γ P D10,1pMq on a complex
manifold M satisfies the Weinstock orthogonality condition (cf. [Wei69]) with respect to a domain
Ω ĂM, or simply the Weinstock condition, if for ω P Dn,n´1pMq,

Bω “ 0 on Ω ùñ xγ, ωy “ 0. (1.3)

This is a generalization of the usual tangential Cauchy-Riemann equations for the boundary values
of holomorphic functions, in fact, for domains in Cn with connected complement, the Weinstock
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condition is equivalent to γ being B-closed (see the proof of Corollary 1.3 below). In Proposition 2.5
we show that the Weinstock orthogonality is a necessary condition for γ to be the boundary value
of a function f P A´8pΩq.

Now we consider the case of smoothly bounded domains. If Ω Ť M is a smoothly bounded
domain, we define a subspace X 0,1

Ω pMq of D10,1pMq as follows. A current γ P D10,1pMq belongs to
X 0,1

Ω pMq if and only if γ satisfies the following two conditions:
(1) γ satisfies the Weinstock condition with respect to Ω.
(2) There is a face distribution α P D10pBΩq which induces γ in the following way: if ι : BΩ ÑM

is the inclusion map, we have
γ “ ι˚pαq

0,1. (1.4)
Here ι˚ is the pushforward operation on currents by ι (see (2.3) below) and for a 1-current θ on a
complex manifold, we write

θ “ θ0,1 ` θ1,0,

the decomposition of θ into parts of bidegree p0, 1q and p1, 0q. The space A´8pΩq has a natural
topology, which is defined formally in Section 2.1. Further X 0,1

Ω pMq is a closed subspace of the
space D10,1pMq, and therefore carries the subspace topology. We have the following:

Theorem 1.2. Let Ω ŤM be a domain with C8-smooth boundary. Then the map

bc : A´8pΩq Ñ X 0,1
Ω pMq

is an isomorphism of topological vector spaces.

When M “ Cn, Theorem 1.2, allows us to obtain the distributional version of the Bochner-
Hartogs phenomenon, thus recapturing a result of Straube (see [Str84, Thm 2.2]).

Corollary 1.3. Let n ě 2, and let Ω Ť Cn be a smoothly bounded domain such that CnzΩ is
connected. Suppose that γ P Dn,n´1pCnq is B-closed and (1.4) holds. Then there is a holomorphic
f on Ω of polynomial growth, such that γ “ bcf .

See [Ran02] for the history of the global holomorphic extension theorem for CR functions.
Distributional analogs of other classical global holomorphic extension results (cf. [KR65]) can also
be deduced from Theorem 1.2, using approximation properties of forms in particular manifolds.

While the problem of identifying boundary currents for an arbitrary domains with generic
corners remains open, we are able to give a complete characterization of the range of the operator
bc in the case when Ω is a product domain. Let M1, . . . ,MN be complex manifolds, and let

M “M1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆMN (1.5)

be their product as a complex manifold. For j “ 1, . . . , N let Dj Ť Mj be be a domain with
C8-smooth boundary. By a product domain, we mean a domain Ω of the form

Ω “ D1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆDN . (1.6)

For j “ 1, . . . , N , we define a smoothly bounded domain Ωj ĂM by setting

Ωj “M1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆDj ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆMN , (1.7)

where the j-th factor is Dj and all other factors are Mk . Then we can represent the domain Ω as
an intersection (1.1), and it is easy to see that each corner is a CR manifold, so product domains
have generic corners.

With Ω and M as above, we introduce a subspace Y0,1
Ω pMq of D10,1pMq. A current γ P D10,1pMq

belongs to Y0,1
Ω pMq if the following conditions are satisfied:
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(1) γ satisfies the Weinstock condition (1.3) with respect to Ω.
(2) Suppose that the piecewise smooth domain Ω is represented as an intersection of smoothly

bounded domains as in (1.1). For each j “ 1, . . . , N , let

ιj : BΩj ÑM (1.8)

denote the inclusion map. There are distributions αj P D10pBΩjq with support in BΩj X Ω
such that we can write

γ “
N
ÿ

j“1

`

ιj˚pαjq
˘0,1

. (1.9)

We will call the distributions α1, . . . , αN the face distributions associated with the current
γ.

(3) The third condition, which we call canonicality of face distributions is somewhat technical,
and will be fully explained below in Section 4.5. Informally, it can be understood as
follows. Given a function f P A´8pΩq, there exists the extension of f as a distribution in
D10pMq with the property that it vanishes outside Ω and its values on BΩ are determined
in a limit process from the values in Ω, see Theorem 2.4. This will be called the canonical
extension of f . A similar canonical extension exists for the distributions αj P D10pBΩjq

defined by (1.9). The condition now is that the canonical extensions of αj agree with αj ,
see (4.20) below for the exact statement. In particular, this condition ensures that one can
talk about boundary values of the face distributions themselves along higher codimensional
strata.

We note that all three conditions above are satisfied by boundary currents of holomorphic func-
tions. In fact, we have the following characterization of the distributional boundary values of
holomorphic functions on product domains:

Theorem 1.4. Let Ω be a product domain as above. Then for each f P A´8pΩq, we have
bcf P Y0,1

Ω pMq, and the map
bc : A´8pΩq Ñ Y0,1

Ω pMq

is an isomorphism of topological vector spaces.

In the last section, we relate this notion of boundary value with the more usual notion of
boundary value on the Šilov boundary.

Acknowledgments. We thank Christine Laurent-Thiébaut and David Barrett for sharing with
us many of the ideas on which this paper is based. We also thank Sagun Chanillo, Evgeny Poletsky,
Jean-Pierre Rosay, Mei-Chi Shaw and Emil Straube for interesting discussions on the topic of this
paper.

2. Existence and basic properties of boundary currents

2.1. The space A´8pΩ,Xq. We consider holomorphic functions and distributions with values in a
Banach space, see [Trè67] for basic facts on Banach-valued holomorphic functions and distributions.
This will be needed in Proposition 2.1, which will be later used in the proof of Proposition 4.6. Let
M be a complex manifold, and let Ω ŤM be a relatively compact domain. We endow the manifold
M with an arbitrary Riemannian metric. All distances are measured with respect to this metric.
Let X be a Banach space, and denote by OpΩ,Xq the space of all X-valued holomorphic functions
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on Ω. We say that a function f P OpΩ,Xq is of polynomial growth if there is a non-negative integer
k and a C ą 0 such that

}fpzq}X ď
C

distpz, bΩqk
. (2.1)

For a fixed k, we denote by A´kpΩ,Xq the space of X-valued holomorphic functions on Ω which
satisfy the estimate (2.1). Then A´kpΩ,Xq is a Banach space with the norm

}f}A´k “ sup
zPΩ

!

}fpzq}X distpz, bΩqk
)

.

We denote the space of all X-valued holomorphic functions of polynomial growth on Ω byA´8pΩ,Xq:

A´8pΩ,Xq “
8
ď

k“0

A´kpΩ,Xq, (2.2)

and endow A´8pΩ,Xq with the inductive limit topology.

2.2. Notation for currents. For de Rham currents we will use the following standard notation
and terminology. IfM is a differentiable manifold of dimensionN , we denote byDqpMq the space of
smooth compactly supported q-forms on M, which is a topological vector space with the standard
inductive limit topology. We denote by D1qpMq (space of currents of degree q, or q-currents) the
topological dual of the space DN´qpMq, endowed with the strong topology (the topology of uniform
convergence on bounded subsets of DN´qpMq, see [Trè67, p. 198ff]. A distribution is a 0-current,
and given a locally integrable function u on a manifold M, we identify u with the distribution
(i.e. 0-current) φ ÞÑ

ş

M φ, where φ P DdimR MpMq is a compactly supported form of top degree on
M. If X is a Banach space, then an X-valued distribution is an element of the space D10pM,Xq of
continuous linear maps from DN pMq to X.

When M is a complex manifold of complex dimension n, we let Dp,qpMq be the space of smooth
compactly supported pp, qq-forms, and D1p,qpMq the space of pp, qq-currents, i.e., the dual (with the
strong topology) of Dn´p,n´qpMq. If f : M Ñ N is a mapping of smooth manifolds, and γ is a
current on M, we denote by f˚γ the pushforward of the current γ by the map f . Recall that

xf˚γ, φy “ xγ, f
˚φy , (2.3)

where φ is a smooth compactly supported form of appropriate degree and f˚ denotes the pullback
operator on forms.

2.3. Distributional extensions. We now consider the problem of extending a holomorphic func-
tion defined on the domain Ω to a distribution defined on M. A 0-current F P D10,0pM,Xq will be
called an (X-valued) distributional extension of f if F |Ω “ f .

Since X is a Banach space, any X-valued current γ is locally of finite order. This means that,
after choosing an arbitrary Riemannian metric on M, for each compact K ĂM, there is a C ą 0
and an integer k ě 0 (the local order of γ on K) such that for any test form φ of appropriate
degree with with support in K we have

}xγ, φy}X ď C }φ}CkpMq ,

where the Ck-norm is defined with respect to the Riemannian metric on M. In particular, it follows
that the distributional extension F , being compactly supported is of finite order on the whole of
M.
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Proposition 2.1. If f P OpΩ,Xq admits a distributional extension F P D10,0pM,Xq, then f P

A´8pΩ,Xq.

Proof. After using a system of local holomorphic coordinates centered at a boundary point, it is
sufficient to prove the result when M “ Cn. We use a classic argument of Bell ([Bel82, Lemma 2].)
Let χ P DpCnq be a compactly supported smooth radial function with support in the unit ball
such that

ş

χdV “ 1, and for a fixed z in Ω define the form φ P Dn,npMq by

φpwq “

ˆ

distpz, BΩq

2

˙´2n

¨ χ

˜

w ´ z
1
2distpz, BΩq

¸

dvol,

where dvol is the standard volume form of Cn. Then
ş

φ “ 1 as well, and φ is radially symmetric
about z. A direct computation reveals that there is a constant C0 depending only on the function
χ and independent of z P Ω such that

}φ}CkpCnq ď
C0

distpz, BΩqk`2n
. (2.4)

Assume that F is of order k. Then, by the mean value theorem,

}fpzq}X “

›

›

›

›

ż

Ω
fφ

›

›

›

›

X

“ }xF, φy}X ď C }φ}CkpCnq ď
C

distpz, BΩqk`2n
.

�

2.4. A´8pΩ,Xq as a DFS space. Recall that a DFS space is a topological vector space isomorphic
to the strong dual of a Fréchet-Schwartz space. We note the following two facts:

Proposition 2.2. If Ω is a relatively compact domain in M, then A´8pΩ,Xq is a DFS space for
any Banach space X.

Proof. By a result in functional analysis ([MV97, Proposition 25.20] or [Mor93, Appendix A,
Sections 5 and 6]), a DFS space may be characterized as the inductive limit E “ indnEn of
an increasing sequence of Banach spaces tEnunPN with the property that for each n, there is an
m ą n such that the embedding En Ñ Em is compact. Therefore, it suffices to show that the
inclusion map A´kpΩ,Xq ãÑ A´pk`1qpΩ,Xq is a compact linear map of Banach spaces. Let tfνu
be a sequence in the unit ball of A´kpΩ,Xq. By (2.1), on each compact K Ă Ω, the family
tfνu is uniformly bounded and therefore, by a Banach-valued version of Montel’s theorem, there
exists f P OpΩ,Xq such that a subsequence fνj converges to f uniformly on compact subsets
of Ω. Note that fνj need not to converge to f in A´kpΩ,Xq. The estimate (2.1) implies that
the limit f lies in the closed unit ball of A´kpΩ,Xq, so that

›

›f ´ fνj
›

›

A´k ď 2 for each j. Let
gjpzq “

›

›fpzq ´ fνj pzq
›

›

X
distpz, BΩqk`1, and let ε ą 0. On the open set tz P Ω: distpz, BΩq ă ε

2u,
we see that gjpzq ď

›

›f ´ fνj
›

›

A´k distpz, BΩq ă ε. On the complementary compact set tz P
Ω: distpz, BΩq ě ε

2u, as j Ñ 8, we have fνj Ñ f uniformly, so that we can find an Nε so large
that if j ą Nε, then

›

›fpzq ´ fνj pzq
›

›

X
ă ε

δk`1 , where δ “ maxzPΩ distpz, BΩq. Then for j ą Nε and
for each z P Ω, we have gjpzq ă ε. It follows that fνj Ñ f in A´pk`1qpΩ,Xq and therefore, the
map A´kpΩ,Xq ãÑ A´pk`1qpΩ,Xq is compact. �

We will also use the following fact, which is a consequence in the usual way of the closed graph
theorem for DFS spaces, a proof of which can be found in [Mor93, Appedix A, Corollary A.6.4].
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Proposition 2.3. If E,F are DFS spaces, and u : E Ñ F is a continuous linear map which is a
set-theoretic bijection, then u is an isomorphism of topological vector spaces.

2.5. Canonical Extension. We now show that holomorphic functions of polynomial growth on
domains with generic corners admit distributional extensions, by constructing one such extension.
This extension will be called the canonical extension of the holomorphic function. Our proof
will use a method of Barrett (see[Bar95]). The notion of canonical extension is due to André
Martineau, who noted its existence for smoothly bounded planar domains in [Mar64].

By a face of the domain Ω in (1.1) we mean the subset BΩj X BΩ of the boundary of Ω for
some j.

Theorem 2.4. Let M be a complex manifold of complex dimension n, and let Ω ŤM be a domain
with generic corners. There is a unique continuous linear map

ce : A´8pΩq Ñ D10pMq,

such that the following conditions hold.
(1) cef is a distributional extension of the function f , i.e., pcefq|Ω “ f .
(2) If U is a coordinate neighborhood of M, and φ P Dn,npMq has support in U , and there is a

vector v P Cn such that in the coordinates on U , the vector v points outward from Ω along
each BΩj meeting the support of φ, then we have

xcef, φy “ lim
εÓ0

ż

Ω
fεφ, (2.5)

where fεpzq “ fpz ´ εvq.
(3) In the special case when f is continuous on Ω, the distribution cef is induced by the function

which coincides with f on Ω and vanishes outside Ω.

Proof. We may cover the boundary bΩ by a finite collection tUjuMj“1 of coordinate charts, such
that in the local coordinates of each chart Uj , there is a vector vj of the type referred to above.
Thus, without loss of generality we may assume that M “ Cn, and the existence of ce would follow
provided we can show the existence of the limit (2.5), and its independence of the choice of the
vector v P Cn. In the heart of our proof is the integration by parts argument due to Barrett (see
[Bar95]).

To illustrate the idea, consider first the simplest case when Ω has smooth boundary, and let
with r be a defining function of Ω (see [Str84]). Let T be a vector field of type p0, 1q such that
Tr ” 1 near BΩ. Let U be a neighborhood of a point in BΩ, and let v a vector such that U and
v satisfy the conditions in (2) of the theorem. By shrinking U , we may assume that Tr ” 1 on
U . For a pn, nq-form φ supported in U we write φ “ φ0dV , where dV is the standard volume
form of Cn. Let ε ą 0, and let fε be as in (2.5). Then for any positive integer s, by applying the
integration by parts formula s times we obtain that

ż

Ω
fεφ “

1

s!

ż

Ω
prsfεq ppT

˚qsφ0qdV,

where T ˚ “ ´pT ` div T q is the formal transpose of the vector field T , and we use the fact that
T prkfεq “ krk´1fε on U for each integer k ě 0. Note that the boundary terms vanish at each
step since fε is smooth up to BΩ. Using that f is of polynomial growth, we choose s such that the
function rsf is continuous on Ω. Then as εÑ 0, we have rsfε Ñ rsf uniformly on Ω, so that we
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obtain by letting εÑ 0 that

lim
εÓ0

ż

Ω
fεφ “

1

s!

ż

Ω
prsfq ppT ˚qsφ0qdV. (2.6)

Therefore, the limit on the left hand side exists and is given by the expression on the right hand
side, which does not involve v. Hence, the limit is independent of v, and also of s (as long as rsf
is continuous on Ω), since the left hand side is independent of s. We conclude that xcef, φy exists
for φ supported in U and is given by the expression on the right hand side of (2.6), and the global
existence of cef follows from a partition of unity argument.

In fact, for a general domain with generic corners in Cn it is possible to give a formula analogous
to the right-hand side of (2.6) for computing cef directly. To state this formula (equation (2.1a)
of [Bar95]), we use the following notation. Let rk denote a defining function of the domain Ωk

in the representation (1.1). Note that the condition that the corners of a domain with generic
corners are generic CR manifolds is equivalent to the following: at each point in the intersection
Ş

jPS BΩj , we have
Ź

jPS Brj “ 0. Therefore, in a neighborhood of each point p P Cn, we can find

N vector fields T ppq1 , . . . , T
ppq
N of type p0, 1q such that T ppqj rk “ δjk in a neighborhood of p whenever

rjppq “ rkppq “ 0. By a partition of unity argument, we obtain vector fields Tj , j “ 1, . . . , N ,
on Cn of type p0, 1q such that Tjrk “ δjk on a neighborhood Ujk of BΩj X BΩk. Let T ˚j denote
the first order differential operator on M which is the formal transpose of the vector field Tj with
respect to the standard bilinear pairing pu, vq ÞÑ

ş

M uvdV , i.e., for smooth compactly supported
u, v, we have

ş

MpTjuqvdV “
ş

M upT ˚j vqdV .
For a subset S Ă t1, 2, . . . , nu, let US “

Ş

j,kPS Ujkz
Ť

`RS bΩ`. In particular, UH “ Cnz
ŤN
`“1 bΩ`.

Then the family tUSu, as S runs over all possible subsets of t1, 2, . . . , Nu including the empty set,
is an open cover of Cn. Let tχSu be a partition of unity subordinate to this cover. We now define,
for an f P A´8pΩq and a φ “ φ0dV , the distribution cef by the prescription

xcef, φy “
ÿ

SĂt1,...,Nu

ż

Ω

˜

ź

jPS

r
sj
j

sj !
f

¸˜

ź

jPS

pT ˚j q
sj

¸

pχSφ0q dV, (2.7)

where ps1, . . . , sN q P NN is such that rs11 . . . rsNN f is continuous on Ω.
Repeated integrations by parts, using the relations Tjrk “ δjk and Tjf “ 0 (since f is holo-

morphic) shows that when f bounded, we have xcef, φy “
ş

Ω fφ, i.e., cef “ f rΩs, which shows,
in particular, that at least in this case, cef is defined independently of the choice of the tuple
ps1, . . . , sN q (see [Bar95, CV13] for details.) The general argument is similar to that in the smooth
case above. Assuming φ and fε are as in (2.5), the same integration by parts argument shows
that limit in (2.5) is given by (2.7) , which shows that cef is defined by (2.7) independently of
ps1, . . . , sN q, and that limit on the right-hand side of (2.5) is independent of the particular vector
v used to define fε.

To show the uniqueness, assume that there exists another distribution, say, h P D10pMq that
satisfies conditions (1) and (2) of the theorem for a given function f . Then it follows from (2.5)
that in a coordinate neighborhood U of any point BΩ on which v exists, we have h|U “ cef |U .
This implies the uniqueness.

The continuity of ce : A´8pΩq Ñ D10pMq follows from the expression (2.7).
Finally, the property (3) also follows from the representation (2.7). Then we have s1 “ s2 “

¨ ¨ ¨ “ sN “ 0, and xcef, φy “
ş

Ω fφ0dV . �
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2.6. Proof of Theorem 1.1. We define an operator bc : A´8pΩq Ñ D10,1pMq by setting

bc “ ´B ˝ ce. (2.8)

Since ce and B are continuous, so is bc. Let f P A´8pΩq. Then we have, with ψ and v as in the
statement of the theorem,

xbcf, ψy “
@

cef, Bψ
D

“ lim
εÓ0

ż

Ω
fεBψ “ lim

εÓ0

ż

Ω
Bpfεψq “ lim

εÓ0

ż

Ω
dpfεψq “ lim

εÓ0

ż

BΩ
fεψ,

which completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.

2.7. Some properties of the boundary current. The necessity of the Weinstock condition
(1.3) follows essentially from Theorem 1.1.

Proposition 2.5. If Ω Ť M is a domain with generic corners, and f P A´8pΩq. Then, bcf
satisfies the Weinstock orthogonality condition with respect to the domain Ω.

Proof of Proposition 2.5. From (2.5) it follows that if φ P Dn,npMq is such that φ ” 0 on Ω, then
we have xcef, φy “ 0, since for each ε ą 0, we have

ş

Ω fεφ “ 0. Now let ω P Dn,n´1pMq be such
that Bω “ 0 on Ω. Then,

xbcf, ωy “
@

´Bpcefq, ω
D

“
@

cef, Bω
D

“ 0.

�

We also have the following representation of the boundary current along the smooth part of BΩ,
which shows that on the smooth part, the boundary current is the distributional boundary value
written in an invariant way:

Proposition 2.6. Let U be an open subset of M such that BΩXU is a smooth hypersurface in U .
Then there is a distribution α P D10pBΩX Uq such that bcf |U “ ι˚pαq

0,1, where ι : BΩX U Ñ U is
the inclusion map.

Proof. Without loss of generality, U meets only one face BΩj of Ω. If φ P Dn,n´1pMq has support
in U , we have, choosing v to be outward from Ω along BΩj , and setting fε “ fp¨ ´ εvq:

ż

BΩ
fεφ “

ż

BΩj

fεφ “
A

ι˚
`

fε|BΩj
˘0,1

, φ
E

,

where we identify the function fε|BΩj with the distribution generated by it. Letting ε Ñ 0, we
note that for each φ, the left-hand side has a limit, therefore, limεÓ0 fε|BΩj also exists and can be
taken to be α. �

As a consequence we have the following:

Proposition 2.7. For a domain Ω with generic corners, the map bc : A´8pΩq Ñ X 0,1
Ω pMq is

injective.

Proof. Let f P A´8pΩq be in the kernel of the linear mapping bc, i.e., bcf “ 0. Since the function
f has distributional boundary value 0 in a neighborhood of any smooth point of BΩ, we see, using
the jump representation for distributional boundary values [Kyt95, Theorem 6.1, part 5], that f
is, in fact, smooth up to the boundary near this point. Therefore, f continuously assumes the
boundary value 0 in an open set on the boundary, which shows that f “ 0. �
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3. Smoothly bounded domains

3.1. Proof of Theorem 1.2. First, note that if f P A´8pΩq, then bcf P X 0,1
Ω pMq. Indeed,

by Proposition 2.5, the current bcf satisfies the Weinstock condition, and the existence of a face
distribution α such that bcf “ ι˚pαq

0,1 follows from Proposition 2.6.
The injectivity of the map bc : A´8pΩq Ñ X 0,1

Ω pMq follows from Proposition 2.7. Now we show
that bc : A´8pΩq Ñ X 0,1

Ω pMq is surjective. Without loss of generality, assume M is connected.
Let γ P X 0,1pMq be arbitrary. By definition, for each ω P Dn,n´1pMq such that Bω “ 0 on Ω,
we have xγ, ωy “ 0, and there is α P D10pBΩq, such that γ “ ι˚pαq

0,1, where ι : BΩ ãÑ M is the
inclusion map. We need to show that there is an f P A´8pDq such that γ “ bcf.

We claim that without loss of generality, we may assume that M is non-compact, and that no
component of MzΩ is compact. To see this, let N be a noncompact open submanifold of M defined
in the following way. Let tDiuiPI be the collection of relatively compact connected components
of MzΩ. (The collection tDiuiPI may of course be empty.) For each i P I, fix a point zi P Di,
and let N “ MztziuiPI . Then N is a connected noncompact complex manifold, Ω Ť N, and the
complement NzΩ does not have any compact components. Clearly, γ|N P X 0,1pNq. The claim
follows if we replace M by N, and γ by γ|N.

By a classical result of Malgrange (see [Mal57, page 236, comments following Problème 1]), the
Dolbeault cohomology group Hn,npMq vanishes, since M is noncompact and connected. Now, the
transpose of the surjective linear continuous map of Fréchet spaces B : En,n´1pMq Ñ En,npMq
(where Ep,qpMq is the space of smooth pp, qq-forms on M) can be identified with the map B :
E 10,0pMq Ñ E 10,1pMq, where E 1p,qpMq is the space of compactly supported pp, qq-currents on M (see
[Ser55, Proposition 5]). It now follows from a well-known result of functional analysis (see [Trè67,
Theorem 37.2]) that the range of B : E 10,0pMq Ñ E 10,1pMq is closed in E 10,1pMq with respect to its
weak topology, and therefore with respect to the usual strong topology. Therefore, the range of
B : E 10,0pMq Ñ E 10,1pMq can be identified with the subspace of E 10,1pMq orthogonal to the kernel
of B : En,n´1pMq Ñ En,npMq, i.e., the range of B : E 10,0pMq Ñ E 10,1pMq consists precisely of those
θ P E 10,1pMq which have the property that for each ω P En,n´1pMq such that Bω “ 0 we have
xθ, ωy “ 0. It now follows from the Weinstock orthogonality condition (1.3) that γ lies in the
range of B : E 10,0pMq Ñ E 10,1pMq, so that there is a compactly distribution u on M such that
Bu “ ´γ.

From the structure of γ given by (1.4), it follows that the support of γ is contained in the
boundary BΩ. Therefore, u is holomorphic on MzBΩ, in particular, it is holomorphic on MzΩ.
However, since u has compact support, and no component of MzΩ is relatively compact by as-
sumption, it follows that u vanishes on an open subset of each component of MzΩ. Therefore, by
analytic continuation, u vanishes on each component of MzΩ, and so the support of u is contained
in Ω.

We set f “ u|Ω. Since u is holomorphic on MzBΩ, it follows that f P OpΩq. Since the holomor-
phic function f on Ω can be extended to the distribution u on M, it follows by Proposition 2.1
(with X “ C) that f P A´8pΩq. The surjectivity of bc will be established if we show that γ “ bcf .
This is clearly a local question, so we pick a point p P BΩ, and a system of holomorphic coordinates
around p. Let B be a ball in these coordinates centered at p, so small that BΩ divides B into
two pieces B´ “ B X Ω and B` “ BzΩ. Now since H0,1pBq “ 0, we can solve the B-problem
Bh “ ´γ|B on B, and the solution h may be represented by a Bochner-Martinelli type integral
(see [Kyt95, Chapter 6]). Then h has the property that for each φ P Dn,n´1pBq, we have (see
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[Kyt95, Theorem 6.1, part 5]):

´γpφq “ lim
εÓ0

ż

BXBΩ
phpζ ` ενpζqq ´ hpζ ´ ενpζqqqφpζq,

where ν is the outward unit normal vector field on BΩXB. Further, since h´u is holomorphic on
B, after subtracting a holomorphic function on B from h, we can assume that h “ u. Therefore,
hpζ ` ενpζqq “ 0 and hpζ ´ ενpζqq “ fpζ ´ ενpζqq, and we have for each φ P Dn,n´1pBq,

γpφq “ lim
εÓ0

ż

BΩ
fpζ ´ ενpζqqφpζq,

so that we have γ “ bcf , which shows that bc is surjective.
Therefore bc : A´8pΩq Ñ X 0,1

Ω pMq is a continuous bijection of topological vector spaces. We
know from Proposition 2.2 that A´8pΩq is a DFS space, and X 0,1

Ω pMq is also a DFS space, since it
is a closed subspace of the DFS space D10pBΩq. The fact that bc is an isomorphism of topological
vector spaces now follows from Prop 2.3.

Proof of Corollary 1.3. In view of Theorem 1.2 above it suffices to show that γ P X 0,1
Ω pCnq. For

this we will show that γ satisfies the Weinstock criterion with respect to Ω if and only if Bγ “ 0.
If γ satisfies(1.3), then take ω “ Bφ for φ P Dn,n´2pMq. Condition (1.3) now implies that

Bγ “ 0. Suppose now that Bγ “ 0. Let φ P Dn,n´1pCnq be such that Bφ “ 0 on Ω. By an
approximation result for pn, n ´ 1q-forms (see [Wei70, Theorem 1]), there is a sequence of forms
ψν in Dn,n´2pCnq such that Bψν Ñ φ on Ω in the Fréchet space C8n,n´1pΩq. Therefore, noting that
γ is supported in Ω, we have

xγ, φy “ lim
νÑ8

@

γ, Bψν
D

“ ´ lim
νÑ8

@

Bγ, ψν
D

“ 0.

�

4. Boundary currents on product domains

4.1. Notation and terminology. Throughout this section and the next Mj , M, Ω and Ωj will
have the same meanings as in (1.5), (1.6) and (1.7) respectively. We introduce some notation to
describe the geometry of M and Ω. We set nj “ dimCMj . For j “ 1, . . . , N , let πj : MÑMj be
the natural projection onto the j-th factor. If for each j, φj is a form on Mj , then we define

φ1 b . . .b φN “ π˚1φ1 ^ π
˚
2φ2 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ π

˚
NφN . (4.1)

For j “ 1, . . . , N , let ppj , qjq be ordered pairs of integers with 0 ď pj , qj ď nj , and let P “
řN
j“1 pj , Q “

řN
j“1 qj . We denote the C-linear span of the forms t φ1 b . . .b φN | φj P Dpj ,qj pMjq u

by
Dp1,q1pM1q b . . .bDpN ,qN pMN q, (4.2)

which is the algebraic tensor product of the spaces Dpj ,qj pMjq. The closure of the space (4.2) in
DP,QpMq is the topological tensor product of the spaces Dpj ,qj pMjq and is denoted by

Dp1,q1pM1qpb . . . pbDpN ,qN pMN q.

We can define tensor products of spaces of currents in the same way.
We will denote by xMj the product of all the Mk except Mj , i.e., xMj “ M1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆMj´1 ˆ

Mj`1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆMN , and then we will write M “Mj ˆxMj . Throughout the paper we will assume
that all products are reordered in the standard way, i.e., the factor Mj is to be inserted into
the slot between Mj´1 and Mj`1. Similarly, we can write (1.7) as Ωj “ Dj ˆxMj , and we have
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BΩj “ BDj ˆxMj , keeping in mind the reordering. We will similarly keep the same notation pb for
a “reordered” tensor product, for example

D10pBΩjq “ D10pBDj ˆxMjq

– D10pBDjqpbD10pxMjq,

where in the last line we have used the Schwartz kernel theorem (see [Trè67, Theorem 51.7]), and
the tensor product is reordered. In this notation, one can write down the direct sum decomposition

D10,1pMq “
N
à

j“1

D10,1pMjqpbD10,0pxMjq, (4.3)

which is easily established using the degree considerations. Given a current γ P D10,1pMq we can
therefore write uniquely

γ “
N
ÿ

k“1

γk, with γk P D10,1pMkqpbD10,0pxMkq. (4.4)

We will refer to (4.4) as the standard decomposition of a (0,1)-form on the product manifold M.
We denote by pDj the domain in xMj which is the product of all the Dk except Dj :

pDj “ D1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆDj´1 ˆDj`1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆDN ,

and we call BDj ˆ pDj the j-th open face of Ω. Its closure is denoted by Fj , and will be called the
j-th face of Ω. Then Fj has the representations

Fk “ BDk ˆ pDk

“ pBDk ˆ
xMkq X pDk ˆ pDkq

“ BΩk X Ω.

Note that the open face BDj ˆ pDj and the face Fj are subsets of the manifold BΩj , which we will
call the j-th extended face of Ω.

We let k : BDk Ñ Mk denote the inclusion map. If ιk : BΩk Ñ M denotes the inclusion map
of the extended face BΩk in the product manifold M, we can write:

ιk “ k ˆ id, (4.5)

where id : xMk Ñ
xMk denotes the identity map, and ˆ is the reordered direct product of maps

(with respect to the reordering M “ Mk ˆ
xMk). Then we can define pushforward maps k˚ :

D10pBDkq Ñ D11pMkq , and ιk˚ : D10pBΩkq Ñ D11pMq as in (2.3). Thanks to (4.5), we see that these
two are related by

ιk˚ “ k˚pbid. (4.6)

Here id denotes the identity on D10pxMkq, and pb has an obvious meaning as a reordered tensor
product of continuous maps of topological vector spaces.
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4.2. Some computations with the B-operator on a product manifold. From the Cauchy-
Riemann operators B : D1˚pMkq Ñ D1˚pMkq and B : D1˚pxMkq Ñ D1˚pxMkq we can construct two
“partial Cauchy-Riemann operators” BMk

: D1˚pMq Ñ D1˚pMq and BxMk
: D1˚pMq Ñ D1˚pMq using

the reordered product representation M “Mk ˆ
xMk and setting

BMk
“ Bpbid, (4.7)

and
B
xMk
“ idkpbB. (4.8)

In (4.7), B denotes the B-operator on Mk, whereas id is the identity on xMk. On the other hand,
in (4.8), B is the B-operator on xMk and idk denotes the identity on Mk. Intuitively, BMk

takes the
derivative along the factor Mk only and B

xMk
takes the derivative along the factor xMk.

Proposition 4.1. Let γ P D10,1pMq be such that Bγ “ 0 and let γk be as in (4.4). Then,

(1) for k “ 1, . . . , N , we have
BMk

γk “ 0, (4.9)

(2) for j “ k, with j, k “ 1, . . . , N , we have

BMjγk ´ BMk
γj “ 0. (4.10)

To prove this, for j “ 1, . . . , N , define an operator σj on the space of forms onM in the following
way. We define σ1 to be the identity operator and if j ě 2, for forms φk on the Mk of a fixed
bidegree, we set

σjpφ1 b . . .b φN q “ p´1q
řj´1
k“1 degpφkq φ1 b . . .b φN ,

and then extend by linearity and continuity to D1˚pMq.

Lemma 4.2. On M, we have

B “

N
ÿ

j“1

σjBMj . (4.11)

Proof. By linearity and density, it is sufficient to show this for tensor products of forms of a fixed
bidegree. The statement is obvious for N “ 1, so we assume it for N ´ 1, and prove it for N ,
which gives the proof by induction. Let φ “ φ1 b . . . b φN , where φj is of fixed bidegree on Mj .
Also let φ1 “ φ1 b . . . b φN´1. Using the formula for the exterior derivative of a wedge product,
we have

Bφ “ Bφ1 b φN ` p´1qdeg φ1φ1 b BφN

“

˜

N´1
ÿ

j“1

σjBMjφ
1

¸

b φN ` σN pφ
1 b BφN q

“

˜

N
ÿ

j“1

σjBMj

¸

φ.

�
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Proof of Proposition 4.1. We write γ “
řN
k“1 γk. Then we claim that

σjBMjγk “

#

BMjγj if j ď k

´BMjγj if j ą k.

Indeed, it is sufficient to consider the case when γk “ α1 b . . .b αN , where each α` is of degree 0
except αk which is of degree p0, 1q. Taking the B with respect to Mj , we see that the first j ´ 1

factors in the representation of Bγk as a tensor product are all of degree 0 if j ď k, but contains
the single factor αk of degree 1 if j ą k. The claim follows from the definition of σj . Therefore,

Bγ “

˜

N
ÿ

j“1

σjBMj

¸˜

N
ÿ

k“1

γk

¸

“

N
ÿ

j“1

N
ÿ

k“1

σjBMjγk

“

N
ÿ

k“1

BMk
γk `

ÿ

jăk

`

BMjγk ´ BMk
γj
˘

. (4.12)

If j “ k, let xMj,k denote the product of all the factors of M except Mj and Mk. We then have
the direct sum decomposition for p0, 2q-currents:

D10,2pMq “
N
à

k“1

D10,2pMkqpbD10,0pxMkq ‘

˜

à

jăk

D10,1pMjqpbD10,1pMkqpbD10,0pxMj,kq

¸

, (4.13)

where the tensor products are reordered so that each direct summand is a subspace of D10,2pMq.
Note that the terms in (4.12) correspond to the direct summands in the decomposition (4.13),
which must each vanish since Bγ “ 0. �

We can represent the B
xMk

operator of (4.8) in terms of the BMj . Indeed, we can show that

B
xMk
“

ÿ

j “k

σjkBMj ,

where σjk P t˘1u. (The precise sign of σjk, while not difficult to find, is irrelevant for the intended
application.)

Proposition 4.3. Let γ and γk be as in Proposition 4.1. Then
´

B
xMk
γk

¯ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

BDkˆ pDk
“ 0. (4.14)

Proof. By conclusion (2) of Proposition 4.1 we have for j “ k that BMjγk “ BMk
γj . Consequently,

BMjγk “ 0 outside supppBMk
γjq Ă supppγjq. Therefore, outside the set

Ť

j “k supppγjq we have

B
xMk
γk “

ÿ

j “k

σjkBMjγk “ 0.

The statement follows on noting that BDk ˆ pDk is disjoint from supppγjq Ă BDj ˆyMj for each
j “ k. �
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4.3. Existence of face distributions. We begin with the following Lemma:

Lemma 4.4. Let N be a smooth manifold of dimension n, let S be a smooth hypersurface in N,
and let ι : S Ñ N be the inclusion map and let γ P D11pNq. Then there is a distribution α P D10pSq
such that ι˚pαq “ γ if and only if for each φ P Dn´1pNq such that ι˚φ “ 0, we have xγ, φy “ 0.
Consequently, the subspace of currents in D11pNq of the form ι˚pαq with α P D10pSq is closed.

Proof. If γ “ ι˚α, then for any φ P Dn´1pNq with ι˚φ “ 0, we have xγ, φy “ xα, ι˚φy “ 0. On
the other hand, there is a continuous linear extension operator E : Dn´1pSq Ñ Dn´1pNq, such
that for each ψ P Dn´1pSq, we have ι˚pEψq “ ψ. The existence of E is obvious locally using
coordinates, and follows globally using a partition of unity argument. We define α P D10pSq by
xα,ψy “ xγ,Eψy. Note that α is independent of the particular continuous extension operator E.
Indeed, if rψ P Dn´1pNq is any other extension of ψ P Dn´1pSq (i.e., ι˚ rψ “ ψ), then xγ,Eψy ´
A

γ, rψ
E

“

A

γ,Eψ ´ rψ
E

“ 0, since ι˚pEψ ´ rψq “ 0. For the α so defined, and any φ P Dn´1pNq,
we have xι˚α, φy “ xα, ι˚φy “ xγ, φy, since φ is an extension of ι˚φ. �

Proposition 4.5. Let f P A´8pΩq. Then there are distributions αk P D10pBΩkq supported on
Fk “ BΩk X Ω such that

bcf “
N
ÿ

k“1

ιk˚pαkq
0,1,

where the notation is as in (4.5) and (4.6). Further, the k-th summand on the right-hand side is
precisely the k-th component of the standard decomposition (4.4) and lies in D10,1pMkqpbD10pxMkq.

Proof. Thanks to the decomposition (4.3) of (0,1)-forms on a product manifold, we can write
bcf “

řN
k“1 γk, where γk P D10,1pMkqpbD10pxMkq. We identify the summands γk. By definition of

bcf , each γk is supported on BΩ. We cover Ω by open sets U of the type considered in Theorem 1.1,
i.e., U is a coordinate neighborhood of M, and there is a vector v P Cn such that in the coordinates
on U , the vector v points outward from Ω along each BΩj meeting U . Fix one such U , and let
φ P Dn,n´1pUq be a form of degree pn, n´1q with compact support in U . For fε as in Theorem 1.1,
we have

xbcf |U , φy “ lim
εÓ0

ż

BΩ
fεφ

“

N
ÿ

k“1

lim
εÓ0

ż

BΩk

fε|ΩXU ¨ φ

“

N
ÿ

k“1

lim
εÓ0

A

fεrΩX U X BΩks, pι
kq˚φ

E

BΩk

“

N
ÿ

k“1

lim
εÓ0

A

ιk˚ pfεrFk X U sq
0,1 , φ

E

. (4.15)

here Fk “ Ω X BΩk is the k-th face of Ω, and rFk X U s P D10pBΩkq denotes the 0-current of
integration on the set FkXU . By Lemma 4.4 above, the subspace of D10pMq consisting of currents
of the type ιk˚pβq, (where β P D10pBΩkq) is closed, so it easily follows that there is an αUk P D10pBΩkq

such that γk|U “ ιk˚pα
U
k q

0,1. The existence of αk P D10pBΩkq such that γk “ ιk˚pαkq
0,1 now follows

by a partition of unity argument. From the representation (4.15), it follows that αk has support
in the subset Fk of BΩk. �
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4.4. Currents with facewise structure. In view of Proposition 4.5 above, we make the follow-
ing definition: let M be a product manifold as in (1.5), and let Ω Ť M be a product domain as
in (1.6). We say that a current γ P D10,1pMq has facewise structure with respect to Ω, if there are
face distributions αj P D10pBΩjq, for j “ 1, . . . , N , with support in Fj , such that

γ “
N
ÿ

j“1

ιj˚pαjq
0,1, (4.16)

where ιj : BΩj ÑM is the inclusion map. Then, Proposition 4.5 states that the boundary current
of a holomorphic function of polynomial growth on a product domain has facewise structure.

Proposition 4.6. Let M and Ω be as in (1.5), (1.6). Let γ P D10,1pMq satisfy the Weinstock
condition and have facewise structure (4.16), both with respect to Ω. Then for each k P t1, . . . , Nu,
we have

αk|BDkˆ pDk
P D10pBDkqpbA´8p pDkq. (4.17)

Intuitively, this says that the distributions αk, which may be thought of “restrictions” of γ to the
faces, are each holomorphic and of polynomial growth along the complex factor, which is clearly
the case for continuous boundary values on a product domain. Note also that in view of the fact
that γk “ ιk˚pαkq, the relation (4.17) is equivalent to

γk|Mkˆ
pDk
P D10,1pMkqpbA´8p pDkq. (4.18)

Proof. From (4.6), it follows that in the decomposition of γ P D10,1pMq into direct summands given
by (4.3), the component γk P D10,1pMkqpbD10pxMkq is given by

γk “ p
k
˚
pbidqpαkq

0,1, (4.19)

where αk P D10pBΩkq is the k-th face distribution associated with the current γ. Combining (4.19)
and (4.8), we see that

B
xMk
γk “ pidpbBqp

k
˚
pbidqpαkq

0,1

“ ppk˚pbBqpαkqq
0,1

“ pk˚pbBqpαkq.

Therefore, using (4.14) we see that on the manifold BDkˆ
xMk, the current pidpbBqpαkq vanishes on

the open set BDk ˆ pDk, i.e., αk is holomorphic in the direction of xMk on the open set BDk ˆ pDk

It follows that
αk|BDkˆ pDk

P D10pBDkqpbOp pDkq.

Now we note that the face distribution αk P D10pBΩkq (where we recall that BΩk “ BDk ˆ
xMk)

is supported in BDk ˆ pDk. Consequently, αk is a distribution of finite order on BΩk. It follows
that there is an integer K, such that

αk|BDkˆ pDk
P C´KpBDkqpbOp pDkq – Op pDk, C´KpBDkqq,

where C´KpBDkq is the Banach space of distributions of order K on BDk (it is a Banach space
since BDk is compact), and the isomorphism of the space Op pDk, C´KpBDkqq with the topological
tensor product C´KpBDkqpbOp pDkq (which makes sense since Op pDkq is nuclear) follows as in [Trè67,
Theorem 44.1]. Using this isomorphism, interpreting αk|BDkˆ pDk

as a Banach-valued holomorphic
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function on pDk, we see that it can be extended to a Banach-valued distribution on xMk. Therefore,
by Proposition 2.1, we have αk P A´8p pDk, C´KpBDkqq. Since each distribution on the compact
manifold BDk is of finite order, we see that

αk|BDkˆ pDk
P D10pBDkqpbA´8p pDkq,

which proves (4.17). �

4.5. The space Y0,1
Ω pMq. We will now state precisely the third condition in the definition of the

space Y0,1
Ω pMq. Let M and Ω be as above a product manifold and a product domain as in (1.5)

and (1.6). Suppose that a current γ P D10,1pMq satisfies the Weinstock condition and has facewise
structure (4.16), both with respect to Ω. Then by Proposition 4.6 the relation (4.17) holds. The
third condition in the definition of Y0,1

Ω pMq is the following: for k “ 1, . . . , N , we have

pidk pbcepkq
´

αk|BDkˆ pDk

¯

“ αk, (4.20)

where idk is the identity map on D10pBDkq and ce
pk

: A´8p pDkq Ñ D10pxMkq is the canonical extension
operator. We refer to (4.20) as the canonicality condition on face distributions. We note that the
condition (4.20) may be directly expressed in terms of the current γ as:

pidk pbcepkq
´

γk|Mkˆ
pDk

¯

“ γk, (4.21)

where γk is the k-th component of γ in the standard decomposition (4.4), idk now denotes the
identity map on D10,1pMkq and ce

pk
is as in (4.20). Also note that (4.21) makes sense thanks to

(4.18). To prove (4.21), we have

pidk pbcepkq
´

γk|Mkˆ
pDk

¯

“ pidk pbcepkq
´

pk pbid
pk
qpαk|BDkˆ pDk

q

¯0,1

“

´

pk˚pbcepkqpidk
pbce

pk
q

´

αk|BDkˆ pDk

¯¯0,1

“

´

ιk˚pαkq
¯0,1

using (4.20)

“ γk,

where in the second line, idk denotes the identity operator on BDk. The converse implication, i.e.,
that (4.21) implies (4.20), can be proved by an analogous computation.

Therefore, Y0,1
Ω pMq consists of those p0, 1q-currents in D10,1pMq which satisfy the Weinstock

criterion, have facewise structure (both with respect to Ω), and whose face distributions are
canonical in the sense of (4.20) or, equivalently, (4.21). Since all three conditions are closed,
it follows that Y0,1

Ω pMq is a closed subspace of D10,1pMq. The next proposition shows that in
Theorem 1.4 we have identified the correct target space.

Proposition 4.7. Let Ω Ť M be a product domain as in (1.5), (1.6). If f P A´8pΩq, then
bcf P Y0,1

Ω pMq.

Proof. In view of Propositions 2.5 and 4.5, we only need to prove (4.20), which we do in the
equivalent form (4.21). We first note that the statement (4.21) is local in the following sense: to
prove (4.21) it suffices to give an open cover W of Mk and another open cover xW of B pDk by open
sets of xMk such that for each W PW and xW P xW, we have

pidk pbcepkq
´

γk|Wˆp pDkXxW q

¯

“ γk|WˆxW
, (4.22)
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where idk is now the identity operator on D10,1pW q and ce
pk
denotes the canonical extension operator

from A´8p pDk XxW qq to D10pxW q. For any point p PMk ˆB pDk, we can find a neighborhood U of p
in M such that there is a vector v as in Theorem 1.1 pointing outward from Ω along each BΩj , so
that if we define fε “ fp¨ ´ εvq, then (1.2), (2.5) and (4.15) hold. Note further that by shrinking
U around p, we may assume that U “W ˆxW , where W is an open set in Mk and xW is an open
set of xMk.

Now from (4.15) we conclude that for each φ P Dn,n´1pUq, we have

xγk|U , φy “ lim
εÓ0
xγεk, φy ,

where γk has the same meaning as above, and γεk “ ιk˚ pfεrFk X U sq
0,1. Let tενu be a sequence of

positive real numbers which converge to the limit 0 as ν Ñ8. Recalling that in D10,1pUq (or more
generally in the dual of a Montel space, see [Trè67, Section 34.4]) a weak-* convergent sequence
is also convergent in the usual strong topology, we have

γk|U “ lim
νÑ8

γενk . (4.23)

Note now that for each ν, we have

γενk |WˆpWX pDkq
P D10,1pW qpbA8pxW X pDkq,

where A8pxW X pDkq denotes the space of functions which are holomorphic on xW X pDk Ă
xMk

and extend smoothly to the boundary. This follows from the fact that for ε ą 0, we have γεk “
ιk˚ pfεrFk X U sq

0,1, and fε is C8-smooth on BΩX U . Therefore we have

pidk pbcepkq
´

γενk |Wˆp pDkXxW q

¯

“ γενk |WˆxW
,

since for functions continuous up to the boundary, the canonical extension is precisely the extension
by 0 (see the proof of Theorem 2.4). We now let ν Ñ8, use (4.23) and the continuity of idk and
ce

pk
to conclude that (4.22) holds. �

5. Holomorphic extension of currents in Y0,1
Ω pMq

5.1. The structure of the direct summands. Let γ P Y0,1
Ω pMq. Using the decomposition

(4.3), we write γ “
řN
k“1 γk, where γk P D10,1pMkqpbD10pxMkq. First we note the following fact:

Proposition 5.1. For each k “ 1, . . . , N :

γk|Mkˆ
pDk
P X 0,1

Dk
pMkqpbA´8p pDkq. (5.1)

Proof. Let nk “ dimCMk, and n̂k “ dimC xMk. We first show that γk P X 0,1
Dk
pMkqpbD10pxMkq.

From the definition of X 0,1
Dk
pMkq (see (1.3) and (1.4)) combined with Lemma 4.4, we see that a

current θ P D10,1pMkqpbD10pxMkq is in X 0,1
Dk
pMkqpbD10pxMkq provided the following two conditions are

satisfied:
(i) for each ω P Dnk,nk´1pMkq such that Bω “ 0 on Dk, and for each φ P Dn̂k,n̂kpxMkq we have
xθ, ω b φy “ 0;

(ii) denoting as usual by k the inclusion of BDk in Mk, for each λ P Dnk,nk´1pMkq such that
pkq˚pλq “ 0, and for each φ P Dn̂k,n̂kpxMkq we have xθ, λb φy “ 0.
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Note that in the algebraic tensor products ωbφ and λbφ above, the factors have to be reordered.
To verify (i), note that if j “ k, we have xγj , ω b φy “ 0, since ωbφ P Dnk,nk´1pMkqpbDn̂k,n̂kpxMkq,
whereas γj P D10,1pMjqpbD10,0pxMjq. If we set γ̂k “

ř

j “k γj , then we have xγ̂k, ω b φy “ 0. Now
since Bω “ 0 on Dk, we see that Bpω b φq vanishes on Dk ˆ

xMk, and therefore vanishes a fortiori
on Ω “ Dk ˆ pDk. Since γ P X 0,1

Ω pMq, we have therefore xγ, ω b φy “ 0. We therefore have

xγk, ω b φy “ xγ ´ γ̂k, ω b φy

“ xγ, ω b φy ´ xγ̂k, ω b φy

“ 0.

For (ii), we use the representation (4.19) of γk. We then have

xγk, λb φy “
A

pk˚pbidqpαkq
0,1, λb φ

E

“

A

αk, p
kq˚pbidqpλb φq

E

“

A

αk, p
kq˚λb φq

E

“ xαk, 0y

“ 0.

Therefore, it follows that γk P X 0,1
Dk
pMkqpbD10pxMkq. Now, we can write γk|Mkˆ

pDk
“ ιk˚pαk|BDkˆ pDk

q0,1 “

pk˚pbidq
´

αk|BDkˆ pDk

¯0,1
. Using (4.17), the result (5.1) now follows. �

5.2. The space rA´8pΩq. We begin by noting some simple properties of the space of holomorphic
functions of polynomial growth:

Proposition 5.2. Let D be a domain with generic corners in the complex manifold M. Then
(a) the canonical extension map

ce : A´8pDq Ñ D10pMq
is an isomorphism (of TVS) onto the image cepA´8pDqq, equipped with the subspace topol-
ogy from D10pMq.

(b) The space A´8pDq is nuclear. Consequently, there is a naturally defined topological ten-
sor product A´8pDqpbX with any locally convex topological vector space X, which can be
naturally identified with a closed subspace of D10pM,Xq, the space of X-valued distributions.

(c) if U is a relatively compact open subset in a complex manifold N, then

A´8pDqpbA´8pUq Ď A´8pD ˆ Uq.

Proof. Since ce is obviously injective. to prove (a), it suffices to show that cepA´8pDqq with its
subspace topology is a DFS space. Then the result would follow from Prop 2.3. We claim that
each element cef of cepA´8pDqq induces a linear functional on En,npDq, the space of top degree
forms smooth up to the boundary on D. If φ P En,npDq, and φ̃ is any extension of φ to an element
of Dn,npMq, then we define xcef, φy “

A

cef, φ̃
E

, which is well-defined, since from the definition it
is clear that cef vanishes on any test form vanishing on D. This embeds cepA´8pDqq as a closed
subspace of the strong dual of En,npDq. Since En,npDq is a Fréchet-Schwartz space, it follows that
cepA´8pDqq is a DFS space.
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Assertion (b) now follows, since ce embeds A´8pDq as a closed subspace of the nuclear space
D10pMq. This also allows us to view A´8pDqpbX as the subspace cepA´8pDqqpbX of D10pMqpbX.

To see (c), note that it suffices to prove that the algebraic tensor product A´8pDq bA´8pUq
is contained in A´8pD ˆ Uq. Indeed, by linearity, it suffices to show that if f P A´8pDq and
g P A´8pUq, then f b g P A´8pD ˆ Uq. Now A´8pD ˆ Uq is closed under multiplication (since
on any domain Ω, we clearly have for F P A´kpΩq, G P A´`pΩq that FG P A´pk``qpΩq.) Denoting
by 1 the constant function with value 1, we see that f b 1 and 1b g belong to A´8pDˆUq, but
we have f b g “ pf b 1q ¨ p1b gq. �

5.3. Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let Ω “ D1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆDN be a product domain in a product manifold
as in (1.6). We define:

rA´8pΩq “ A´8pD1qpbA´8pD2qpb . . . pbA´8pDN q,

where the topological tensor products are well-defined thanks to Proposition 5.2. Then rA´8pΩq Ă
A´8pΩq. Similarly, we denote by rA´8p pDkq the topological tensor product of the A´8pDjq’s with
j “ k. We will need the following properties of rA´8pΩq:

Lemma 5.3. The map ce : A´8pΩq Ñ D10pMq restricted to the subspace rA´8pΩq admits the
representation

ce|
rA´8pΩq “

pb
N
k“1cek, (5.2)

where cek : A´8pDkq Ñ D10pMkq is the canonical extension map. Similarly, the restriction of
bc : A´8pΩq Ñ D10,1pMq when admits the representation

bc|
rA´8pΩq “

N
ÿ

k“1

bck pbcepk, (5.3)

where bck : A´8pDkq Ñ D10,1pMkq is the boundary current map and ce
pk

: rA´8p pDkq Ñ D10pxMkq is
restriction to rA´8p pDkq of the canonical extension map.

Proof. In order to establish (5.2) it suffices to show that

cef “ ce1f1 b ce2f2 b . . .b ceNfN , (5.4)

whenever fj P A´8pΩjq and f “ f1 b . . . b fN is their tensor product, which lies in A´8pΩq by
part (c) of Proposition 5.2. Once (5.4) is established, it follows by linearity that (5.2) holds on
the algebraic tensor product A´8pD1q b . . .bA´8pDN q, and then (5.2) follows by density.

Note that (5.2) is a local property, in the sense that to prove it, it suffices to show that each
point in the product manifold M “M1ˆ. . .Mn has a neighborhoodW of the formW1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆWN ,
with Wj ĂMj , such that we have

cepf |ΩXW q “ ce1pf1|D1XW1q b . . .b ceN pfN |DNXWN
q, (5.5)

where cej is now the canonical extension operator from A´8pWj XDjq into D10pWjq, and ce is the
canonical extension operator from A´8pW XDq into D10pW q. To prove (5.5), we use the method
of proof in Proposition 4.7, i.e., represent f and fj locally as a limit of functions smooth up to
the boundary. Note that in (5.5), the only interesting case is when W is a neighborhood of a
point on the boundary of Ω. After shrinking W , we may assume that that there is a vector v
as in Theorem 2.4 which is transverse to each BΩj in W , and let fε “ fp¨ ´ εvq be also as in
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Theorem 2.4. Choosing a sequence of positive numbers εν such that εν Ñ 0 as ν Ñ 8, we see
that fεν is smooth up to the boundary on ΩXW , and we have

fεν “ fν1 b . . .b f
ν
N ,

where fνj P OpWjXDjq is smooth up to the boundary as well, and as in the proof of Proposition 4.7,
as ν Ñ 8, we have fνj Ñ fj and fεν Ñ f . Since (5.5) holds when f is replaced by fεnu and fj
is replaced by fνj , and since the maps cej and ce are continuous, taking a limit as ν Ñ 8, (5.5)
follows, and from which follows (5.2).

We now prove (5.3) by a direct computation using the definition (2.8). We obtain

bc|
rA´8pΩq “ ´B

´

ce|
rA´8pΩq

¯

“ ´B

´

pb
N
k“1cek,

¯

“

N
ÿ

k“1

´pB ˝ cekqpbcepk

“

N
ÿ

k“1

bck pbcepk,

where in the last-but-one line we have used the Leibniz product rule, and the fact that ce
pk
on

rA´8p pDkq is by (5.2) the tensor product pbj “kcej . �

We now prove the following result, which contains Theorem 1.4:

Proposition 5.4. Let M,Ω be as in (1.5) and (1.6). Then we have the following:
(1) bc : A´8pΩq Ñ Y0,1

Ω pMq is an isomorphism of topological vector spaces, and
(2) rA´8pΩq “ A´8pΩq

Proof. We proceed by induction on N , the number of smooth factors of the product M. For
N “ 1, conclusion (1) is Theorem 1.2 and conclusion (2) is obvious. Therefore we assume the
result when Ω has N ´ 1 smooth factors. Note that each k “ 1, . . . , N , we have

rA´8p pDkq “ A´8p pDkq,

since the domain pDk Ă
xMk is the product of pN ´ 1q smooth factors.

We now show that bc : A´8pΩq Ñ Y0,1
Ω pMq is an isomorphism of topological vector spaces.

The injectivity follows from Proposition 2.7, so we need only to show that bc is surjective. By
Theorem 1.2, the map bc : A´8pDkq Ñ X 0,1

Dk
pMkq is an isomorphism of topological vector spaces.

Denote by bc´1
k its inverse, which is an isomorphism from X 0,1

Dk
pMkq to A´8pDkq. Tensoring with

the identity map on rA´8p pDkq, we obtain an isomorphism

pbc´1
k

pbidq : X 0,1
Dk
pMkqpbA´8p pDkq Ñ rA´8pΩq,

where we use the fact that rA´8pΩq “ A´8pDkqpb rA´8p pDkq.
Now let γ P Y0,1

Ω pMq, and let γk P D10,1pMkqpbD10,0pxMkq, be as in the beginning of Section 5.1.
Then by (5.1) and the induction hypothesis, we have that γk|Mkˆ

pDk
P X 0,1

Dk
pMkqpb rA´8p pDkq. We

define fk P rA´8pΩq as
fk “ pbc

´1
k

pbidq
´

γk|Mkˆ
pDk

¯

,
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which makes sense thanks to (5.1). The proof of the surjectivity of bc will be completed by showing
that bcfk “ γ.

Set λ “ bcfk, and let λ “
řN
j“1 λj be the standard decomposition of λ as in (4.4). We claim

that λk “ γk. Indeed, in the representation (5.3), the summands correspond to the terms of the
standard decomposition (4.4). Therefore, we have

λk “ pbck pbcepkqfk

“ pbck pbcepkqpbc
´1
k

pbidq
´

γk|Mkˆ
pDk

¯

“ pidk pbcepkq
´

γk|Mkˆ
pDk

¯

“ γk, (5.6)

thanks to the canonicality of the face distributions, as expressed in (4.21). To complete the proof
we will show that for each pair k, ` P t1, . . . , Nu, we have fk “ f`, which will ensure that bcfk “ γ.

Consider the continuous linear map from rA´8pΩq into D10,2pMq given by

bk,` “ cepb . . . pbbcpb . . . pbbcpb . . . pbce,

where each tensor factor is ce except the k-th and `-th ones, which are bc. Then bk,` : rA´8pΩq Ñ
D10,2pMq is injective, since each of the factor maps ce of bc of the tensor product defining bk,` is
injective. Using the fact that bc “ ´B ˝ ce, we obtain the representation

bk,` “ ´BM`
˝ pbck pbcepkq, (5.7)

where BM`
is the differential operator as in (4.7), the tensor product of the B operator on the factor

M` and the identity operator on xM`, and bck pbcepk is as in (5.3). Of course, by symmetry we may
also write

bk,` “ ´BMk
˝ pbc`pbcep`q. (5.8)

Therefore, we have

bk,`fk “ ´BM`
˝ pbck pbcepkqfk

“ ´BM`
γk,

and also

bk,`f` “ ´BMk
˝ pbc`pbcep`qf`

“ ´BMk
γ`.

Using (4.10) of Proposition 4.1 we see that BM`
γk “ BMk

γ`, therefore bk,`fk “ bk,`f`, so that
by injectivity of bk,` it follows that fk and f` are the same function in rA´8pΩq. This completes
the proof of the surjectivity of bc : A´8pΩq Ñ Y0,1

Ω pMq, and therefore it is a bijection, since we
already know that bc is injective.

Note further that the inverse mapping to bc constructed during the above argument actually
maps into rA´8pΩq. It follows that rA´8pΩq “ A´8pΩq.

Finally, bothA´8pΩq and Y0,1
Ω pMq are DFS space, the latter being a closed subspace ofD10,1pMq.

It follows therefore from Proposition 2.3 that bc is, in fact, an isomorphism of topological vector
spaces. This completes the induction, and the proposition (and Theorem 1.4) is proved. �
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5.4. Boundary value on the distinguished boundary. For the product domain Ω Ť M of
(1.6), one can also consider boundary values on the distinguished or Šilov boundary

BXΩ “ BD1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ BDN ,

which is a smooth submanifold of M of codimension N . In this section we give a brief account of
such boundary values, omitting the routine proofs. We consider the operator bcX from A´8pΩq “
rA´8pΩq to D10,N pMq (currents of bidegree p0, Nq on M) given by

bcX “
x

â

N

k“1
bck “ bc1pb . . . pbbcN ,

where on the right hand side, bck : A´8pDkq Ñ X 0,1
Dk
pMq Ă D10,1pMq is the boundary current

operator on the smooth domain Dk. Since for each k, the map bck : A´8pDkq Ñ X 0,1
Dk
pMq is an

isomorphism of topological vector spaces, we conclude that we have an isomorphism

bcX : A´8pΩq Ñ X 0,N
X pMq,

where
X 0,N
X pMq “ X 0,1

D1
pM1qpb . . . pbX 0,1

DN
pMN q Ă D10,N pMq.

Using the definition of the spaces X 0,1
Dk
pMkq in terms of the Weinstock condition (1.3) and the

existence of a face distribution (1.4), we have the following easy consequence:

Proposition 5.5. Let Γ P D10,N pMq. Then there is a holomorphic f P A´8pΩq such that Γ “
bcXf if and only if the following two conditions hold

(1) Let ω P Dn,n´N pMq be such that for each k “ 1, . . . , N , we have BMk
ω “ 0 on Ω, where

BMk
is as in (4.7). Then we have xΓ, ωy “ 0.

(2) There is a distribution A P D10pΓq such that Γ “ I˚pAq
p0,Nq, where I : BXΩ Ñ M is the

inclusion map, and the superscript p0, Nq denotes taking the part of bidegree p0, Nq of the
N -current I˚pAq.

Further, from (1.2), we can obtain the following local representation of the boundary value on
the Šilov boundary.

Proposition 5.6. Let p P BXΩ, let U be a coordinate chart of M around p, U “ U1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ UN ,
where Uk Ă Mk, and let v be a vector such that its projection on each Mk is transverse to BDk

inside Uk. Then, for each ψ P Dn,n´N pUq, we have

xbcXf, ψy “ lim
εÓ0

ż

BXΩ
fεψ,

where fεpzq “ fpz ´ εvq.
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